Services
Muse
Actors, Artists, Musicians, Dancers, Models, Writers, Athletes, Career
Professionals, Corporate Executives, and Coaches, have all called upon Mary for
assistance with their personal wellness, spiritual advice, addictive behaviors,
personal injuries, healings, relationships, financial affairs, illnesses and more.
These professionals have called upon Mary’s Modalities when doctors,
psychologists, and rehabilitation programs had little to no effect; when
conventional medicines and counseling programs have failed, leaving the core
causes of the illness still embedded within, only to resurface again creating a toxic
merry-go-round.
When called upon, Mary will Serve as a Muse to the Client, which may begin to ReStimulate their Passions, Desires and Intentions for their Gifts, that may be at a
standstill, due to anxiety or loss.
If the Creative-Fire has been Doused due to an Injury, Illness or other
circumstances, the Muse will help them adjust their Mental thoughts of Pain,
Suffering, Loss of Intentions and Lack of Enthusiasm, through Spiritual Counseling,
Energy Healings, Advice and Activations.
In the First Phase of Healing, the Mind Beautiful begins to Stimulate and Activate
the Heart Center, to expand and receive from what may have been lost. As healings
begin to occur, a Spark of Light is Reignited that may Stimulate their Art of Craft
once again.
Through one’s healings, a Positive Energy emerges from within, and begins to
Permeate, Activate and Heighten the Embodiment’s Senses and Abilities. The
Potentially of Performing once again opens up fresh New Ideas, Formulations, and
Experiences as the Creative Life Force Awakens within.

Mary will work with you to Re-Establish your health, vitality, strength, and
wholeness. After your body, emotions, and spirit have been cleared of negative
concepts, Mary teaches you how to Stimulate the Intention Process with Ideas that
she has been given through her Visions as she works with you.
She will Activate the Newest Light-Codes through an Energy Experience to the
Receiver. These Light Codes provide the Receiver with an ability to carry the divine
frequencies of the newly activated codes within. One will learn how to maintain
the vibration of this New Energy and to sow New Seeds within their Art as the
beginning of their advanced, expanded expression.
All Sessions are Private and Confidential.

Testimonies
Athlete ~
I have known Mary for more than 20 years. I am an athlete in golf and a natural
body builder. I started going to Mary when I was in a bad quad accident in 2005. I
had a compound fracture of my collar bone and was told by the surgeon that I
would need surgery due to an inch gap from where my bone broke. The last thing
I wanted to do was to get surgery since I had heard there is a big risk of re-injuring
the collar bone; the plate used is very thin and would easily break again while
participating in sports. Mary started to work on me 2 times a week for about 2
months. After the first month of Mary working on me I went back in for an x-ray
and could see that the gap between my bones hadn’t closed at all, although there
was new bone growing in between the gap.
I continued seeing Mary 2 times a week for the next month and when I went back
to the surgeon to get my second set of x-rays there was no longer a gap between
my bones. The new bone that grew between the bones fused together like a solid
rock. The surgeon said he had never seen anything like it and that my collar bone
was now stronger than before I got in the accident and I avoided surgery. I continue
in sessions with Mary to receive activations, calibrations and balancing. I owe

everything to Mary at Guided Hands for helping me get through this without
surgery.

Actor ~
I met Mary after a horrible tragedy in my life. With her healings, I was able to put
the pieces of my life together. She is an amazing healer. I will forever be grateful to
her for getting me back on track.
Malibu, California

Writer ~
I have been writing since I was a young child. I used my talent to become a writer
in my adult life. After many books were written, I was preparing to begin writing a
new one, and I began having writers block. No matter what I did, I could not shake
this experience. After hearing of Mary Martins’ abilities, I sought her professional
and caring services. The experience I was dealing with came to be from a “past
life”. In no time, Mary recognized the situation and began “what she does”, and
before you know it, the “karma” from that life-time that was creating the block in
the here and now, was completely cleared. I am back to writing my book, and want
to thank Mary for her many hidden talents. Thanks so much for all you do. I am
ever so grateful.

Singer-Dancer ~
Ok Mary, this scrying experience was new to me. I have to admit it FREAKED me
out at first, but the more we entered into the most sacred space I have ever been,
I relaxed, and now long for more. As a singer and dancer, I came to Mary in help
of finding more opportunity to enhance my abilities. When she tuned into me with

her eyes, and started delivering the messages of hope and clarification, I witnessed
something that I JUST couldn’t believe. Mary morphed or shape shifted into
Michael Jackson. I almost fainted right before her. Michael Jackson’s music, dance
and talents have driven me to a determined energy of wanting so much more. She
explained to me, that the spirit forms will be an energy identity into her, as she
raises herself to the 13th dimension. It is there where she described that Oneness
is our blend. She also delivered the MOST profound messages from Michael’s
energy to me that I will never FORGET!!! I mean literally she shaped into him, I just
can’t describe, and you have to witness this first hand. Thank you for this amazing
gift you shared with me, I now know that my song and dance is being
choreographed by my newest spirit guide, Michael. GOD BLESS you my closest
angel of light.

Mary Martin
Minister ~ Messenger ~ Medium
Spiritual Mastery Teacher-Healer of Earth’s Classroom.
Offering Transmissional-Teachings in the Keys of Self-Mastery, the I Am
Presence and the Return of the Divine Feminine.
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